
THEORY OF FOUR TEMPAREMENTS

The four temperament theory is a proto-psychological theory which suggests that there are four fundamental personality
types: sanguine, choleric, melancholic.

They tend to get bored with something once they get it figured out. You are a team player, curious and fair.
They can be grudge holders. Here is his chart for pure temperaments , and here is his chart for mixed
temperaments. A perfect example of a choleric manager is Steve Jobs. The Sanguine is extroverted,
fun-loving, playful, activity-prone, impulsive, entertaining, persuasive, easily amused, and optimistic. How
would you describe your own personality? They think big and seek positions of authority. They are timid, may
appear unsure, and have a serious expression. That is why predictable situations and time alone are more
pleasant for introverts. They have an active, positive movement in a favorable environment. Because of their
passive nature, they tend to procrastinate easily and often. Work with people who have similar professional
interests. Melancholies are introverted, logical, analytical, and factual in communication. Other researchers
developed similar systems, many of which did not use the ancient temperament names, and several paired
extraversion with a different factor which would determine relationship and task-orientation. Background The
idea of the four temperaments traces back to an Ancient Greek medical theory that there were four
fundamental bodily humors blood, yellow bile, black bile, and phlegm which could cause illness if they were
out of balance. Greek physician Hippocrates believed that humans could be divided into four
temperamentsâ€”distinct yet overlapping personality types. You know what makes them feel better? It may
have originated in Ancient Egyptian medicine [4] or in Mesopotamia , [5] but it was Greek physician
Hippocrates â€” BC who developed it into a medical theory. Not so fast at decision-making as cholerics, you
do stay the course. The word "temperament" itself comes from Latin "temperare", "to mix". They get so
involved in conversations that they easily forget about time, and are often late arriving at their destination. So,
emotional intelligence is crucial for those willing to get the most out of their strengths. Sanguines are
personable, receptive, open to others, and build relationships quickly. They are quickly aroused, but quickly
calmed. The traits of the primary temperament, Melancholy, may be altered or modified in some significant
way due to the influence of the secondary temperament. Moreover, they are fantastic entertainers and will do
well if they choose careers in the entertainment industry. They may take excessive time to think about their
options before making a decision. Who could have thought, huh? So, knowing where you are on that
introversion-extroversion scale makes a big difference in improving a productivity outcome. Self Check
Questions 1. Melancholies are conscientious, picky, and can be sensitive to what others think of their work.
Melancholies respond to others in a slow, cautious, and indirect manner. Sanguine people are typically poor at
tolerating boredom and will seek variety and entertainment. Solution-oriented, lead projects from A to Z.


